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Quality

Software makes metals decision-making easy

QUINLOGIC helps provide solutions for long
products, flat, stainless and speciality steels as
well as aluminium. It synchronises information
to create uniform data for each piece of metal.

Making perfect flat products is about 
sustaining defined quality levels throughout a
lengthy process to achieve a final quality
approval. Specifications are becoming tighter
to the end of the process and options to 
correct/improve or change the intended use of
the product are also narrowing.

The QuinLogic principle can be applied to a
particular process step and for the entire 
company. Its metals object model is designed
to support all aspects and can synchronise data
among several process steps.

The company’s QualityMonitor and
LogicDesigner software make grading in steel
and aluminium strip production more objec-
tive. They are designed to increase production
efficiency and optimise material use. The soft-
ware supports strategies for the use of other
processes to make better use of the production
units. Based on a metals object model, both
are separate applications, targeting quality 
decisions. Fundamental to both is that they
mimic a basic industry rule: there are rules to
qualify a product.

QualityMonitor
The first customers used the software to 
develop new ship/block rules for pickling lines,
and now no longer depend on the judgement
of inspectors but instead use data from several
inspection systems. 

The companies have developed rule sets by
themselves and will soon be using Quality-
Monitor to assess the strip metre by metre, mak-
ing better use of the individual strip sections.

The two pieces of software make it easy for
the mill operator to set up simple rules for the
release of products across several plants and to
combine data from any measuring system. The
rules can be quickly changed and the criteria
for the release of a product can be adjusted to
changing requirements. 

For example, the operator can set up 
customer, material, order and line-specific
rules and activate them for any period of time.
This makes the operator independent of 
programmed and inflexible rules.

It means the criteria for making decisions
has changed dynamically - an important aspect
in times of varying demand, small lot sizes and
low use rates of production plants. 

Due to the high resolution of the measure-
ment data, decisions can now also be made for
short strip sections, eg per current metre,
improving overall material use. The process
also ensures that different lines supplying the
same customer all produce the same quality.

The QualityMonitor supports quality grading
at the line. It integrates the results from 
different measuring systems and incorporates

Managing steel quality has many 
challenges involving several process steps.
There are an increasing number of process
routes, product grades and customer
requests. Two new pieces of software are
described which can automatically decide
if the product meets quality requirements.

The LogicDesigner combines data from different measuring systems and uses this information
to decide whether a product should be released or not

data from new systems which are still 
developing and cannot be taken into account
by commonly-used release mechanisms. 

These include surface inspection systems,
which deliver different surface information to
that of the visual inspection personnel, as well
as temperature scanners and in-line systems
measuring tensile strength, yield points and
surface roughness. 

The software functions are transparent
throughout the process: Key rules for the ship or
block decisions are displayed for each situation,
complete with the associated measuring data.

When making a rule-based decision, the
QualityMonitor accounts for individual values
and combinations of data delivered by various
measuring systems. Instant feedback allows
quick decision-making based on available data,
achieving maximum yield for all steps from
casting to coil shipment.

LogicDesigner
The LogicDesigner defines and administers
the rules which the QualityMonitor applies. 
It combines data from different measuring 
systems and uses this information to decide
whether a product should be released or not.

The decision criteria can be swiftly defined
and modified by the plant operator without
requiring any external specialist support.
Whenever a rule is changed, the Feedback

Function – a simulation based on historical
data and archived decisions – displays what
consequences this change has on the yield of
the line.

With the ability to handle thousands of
rules, the key feature of the LogicDesigner is
its ability to verify rule sets against archived
decisions and to compute production scenarios
to assess the consistency and effectiveness of
the rule set created.

Data mining tool
In cooperation with the research arm (BFI) of
the German Iron and Steel association (Steel
Institute VDEh), QuinLogic has developed a
data mining tool to uncover the root cause of
certain procedures and product deviations.

This allows the use of the software by 
engineers at a particular line rather than relying
on corporate research and statistics experts.

Among the sophisticated methods included
are multi-variate linear and non-linear 
correlation methods.

Customers using the data mining tool
DataDiagnose include ArcelorMittal, Baosteel,
Ternium and ThyssenKrupp. �
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Tips to succeed using QuinLogic software
� Documented quality: Customers can afford to reject and ask for better quality. QuinLogic helps

to document quality with synchronised high resolution data at a previously unattainable level.
� Improving for smaller lots: Smaller order volumes require more frequent process adjustments

and less time to achieve better quality. QuinLogic helps to correct this by using synchronised high
resolution data at a previously unattainable level.

� Decisions per metre: With the data assessable using the software, strip can be used on a per
metre principle, maximising the use of the product.

� Quality to the customer: Globally operating customers require the same quality standards
worldwide. This is possible via condensing quality characteristics into portable electronic formats.
The software’s rule systems are the ideal approach for this.

� Aggressive use of alternative process routes: To improve operational efficiency in tight market
conditions, disabling process lines means moving products to other lines. The quality execution
system helps to cope with the subtle differences between any two lines.

� Enabling advanced gauges: Often, new gauges are difficult to integrate into existing processes
because the amount of data is overwhelming. QuinLogic helps by structuring the data and
uncovering the rules needed for a new device.  


